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About This Game

Lead Aero in his quest to save his beloved Ariella from the evil Andraus. Aero's Quest is a fast-paced, challenging puzzle-
platformer that takes the best of late '80s retro gaming goodness, and rolls it up in a delicious contemporary wrapper.

The game features 101 levels full of challenging puzzles and full of platforms divided in 10 different sub-zones, special levels,
boss fight, power ups, normal mode and speedrun mode for fast challenges against the time, option to save game and records,

in-game rewards and 13 Steam Achievements plus many other options.
Press said that Aero's Quest is where Super Meat Boy meets Megaman.
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Title: Aero's Quest
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Soloweb Studios, Ravens Eye Studio
Publisher:
Soloweb Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: Recomended to set the option "Graphic Quality" on LOW on older machines

English,French,Italian,German
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aero's quest

tl;dr: A++++++ would First Winter again!

First Winter is a great experience! Really neat and interesting visuals and a very well-paced, focused, and surprisingly
impactful narrative.

The game isn't super long, maybe 30-40 minutes on first playthrough. There are multiple endings though we've only
gotten one and are keen to go back and look for others. Would imagine that replayability isn't SUPER high, but the
experience was worth every penny. Thoroughly enjoyed!

Our playthrough (gameplay + commentary): https:\/\/youtu.be\/HePVWwmQtkQ. This game did not age well, it's not
awfull, I quite like the style and the mechanics aren't awful either it's just kind of bland imo.. I couldn't even play the
multiplayer mode because it requires specifically an XBox controller. If you don't own one, don't even try.. This game is not
fun.
. Cannot play this game anymore played it for 5 years from a DVD then changed to Steam and for the last 2years all I get is
initialising-Blank black screen-game running and it is'nt. I have tried everything except deleting,if I did delete it and asked
Steam to reinstall it would I incurr a chsrge.
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Another great casual game from Pop Cap. Zuma isn't always as frequently remembered as Bejeweled, but I don't think this is
fair. Zuma takes the puzzle formula and adds a surprising amount of stress with the slow creep toward a game over and the
increasingly frantic music. It also can be challenging, which really surprised me.. My summary in 4 sentences:
This game is just a horribly executed concept of growing "cell".You grow very slow,the gameplay is laggy,the viruses are
sometimes too fast and if you go far enough you'll stop meeting anything but seeweed.There are some little stuff you can buy
from a store,but after too runs the game felt repetitive as nothing different happens,you just eat.Apart from the easy 100%,there
is no reason to buy this.. Disclaimer: I was given a copy of this game for review.

A very cute remake of a game about helping the zoombinis traverse the land by using their logic and problem solving skills.
Includes the ability to adjust the difficulty up and down to make the puzzles more or less challenging. Recommended for anyone
who is nostalgic about the original or anyone looking for a cute casual puzzle game to play in their down time.. It sets the
atmosphere perfectly with the opening shots and subsequent scenes. Still not too far into the game but I can't wait to dive deeper
into the story and talk to all the characters. Mr. 'I'm not your grandpa' Grandpa is my favorite so far <3. This game triggered me.

It was also so awful that my pet goldfish hung itself after playing it.
Good work, peta.. Barely found this game last night and all I can say is that this game feels great. Story doesn't feel generic and
has enough variety to keep me wanting to replay. Each of the schools provide different ways to play whether it'd be aggressive
or defensive. The variety of enemies are mainly just recolors but much like the characters you play as they derive from different
schools meaning they will fight in different ways whether it'd be poke game or just full on attack. The controls feel somewhat
smooth yet with a bit of delay being when I try to block after an attack but that seems normal. I respect the devs for wanting to
endorse couch coop because even though we are in the digital age, it is always nice and refreshing to just sit with your buddy or
family and go ham on a game. This game has a lot of potential and I hope the devs continue with their work!. 6.5\/10

I can recommend Last Will, although there are certainly some annoyances that I had with it. I really enjoy playing co-op escape
rooms with a friend of mine, and Last Will represents our latest foray into the genre. The length of the game was satisfactory,
consisting of four "episodes" each containing five rooms. Therefore, a single playthrough will involve solving 20 rooms with
varying types of puzzles.

One of the strongest aspects of the game was actually the framework. The game provides a compelling motivation for you to be
at your Grandfather's mansion, and your Grandfather certainly seems like the type of person who would put together a puzzle
gauntlet like the one you experience in-game. I won't reveal any more here, but I don't think you'll be disappointed upon
reaching the end.

My first issue with the game was with how intuitive some of the puzzles were. We consulted a walkthrough to aid us in solving
"The Workshop," "The Isolated Study," and "The Observatory." With respect to The Workshop, we had extreme difficulty
locating a gear that is hidden in the bottom drawer of a cash register. We wandered around the adjoining rooms for what seemed
like forever, oblivious to the fact that this bottom drawer even existed. At the same time, I was dissuaded from looking too
closely, as I had gotten trapped behind a radio in one of the rooms we played prior and then had to restart the episode. I wasn't a
fan of the puzzles that were more riddle-like in nature, but preferred the puzzles that relied more on careful environmental
observation.

My second issue was with how five rooms in each episode are randomly pulled from a larger bank. Therefore, to experience all
of the puzzles that the developer put into the game, you'll need to replay each episode. It's possible that you still won't see any
new rooms, and so you may have to replay again and again to see everything. Perhaps the developer thought that players would
want to replay the episodes over and over to shoot for better times, but my co-op partner and I had no interest in this. We would
much rather be able to choose in some way the rooms that we hadn't played yet, just to see everything the title had to offer.

Although Last Will had its share of irritations, if you have a friend who likes playing through these digital escape rooms (like I
do), there is plenty to like here. We only found 3 of the 20 puzzles we experienced to be poorly-designed, so there were plenty
that we found clever and intriguing.. I bought this game out of curiosity when the change to review scoring caused it to shoot up.
Its old score was fair and accurate. The game is less than an hour and is more of a walking simulator than an honest to god fps.
Occasionally there will be enemies to shoot or a door to open, but most of your time is spent walking down trails and corridors.
Quality control is non-existent; the spelling error in the trailer is one of many and enemies often passively stand still as you're
shooting them. This includes the final boss. You can play better games for free on any major flash website.
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There is no good reason to play, let alone buy this. If you want to make a joke purchase like I was then get an actual joke title;
some of them are fun to play.
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